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REPORT .

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY
OF

CRIPPLE CREEK CLAIM GROUP 
DENTON TOWNSHIP

HOLLINGER CONSOLIDATED GOLD MINES. LTD.

AREA SURVEYED

During the period August 25th to October 1st, I960 an electro 

magnetic survey of the Cripple Creek Claim group was carried out. The 

instrument operators were R. Brazeau and D, Weaver, and J. Lytle and J. 

Denholm served as assistants.

Working on a picket line grid with lines spaced at 400' inter 

vals and stations at 100' intervals, the following claims were surveyed: 

P-48236 to P-48239 inclusive 

P-48240 to P-43249 inclusive 

P-48250 to P-48259 inclusive 

P-48260 to P-48266 inclusive

The area outlined above was surveyed using the broadside method. 

The results of the survey are shown on an accompanying map, scale ln ^ 

400'. The Sharpe SE-200 portable EM unit was used.

DISCUSSION OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC METHOD USED—————————————————————————————————

Any alternating magnetic field will induce electrical eddy cur 

rents pn the medium through which it passes. If the source of an alternating 

magnetic field is located near a conducting deposit, then anomalously 

strong eddy currents will be induced on the deposit due to its high electri 

cal conductivi.ty. Since electrical currents produce magnetic fields pro 

portional to their intensity of current flow, an anomalous transient magnetic 

will be found in the vicinity of this strong concentration of eddy currents.

If the transmitter coil broadcasts a nearly pure signal of only
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one frequency, then the induced eddy currents will also rebroadcast signals 

of the same frequency but not necessarily the same phase. A receiver coil 

tuned to the chosen transmitter signal frequency will then pick up simul 

taneously both the directly transmitted signal and the eddy current signal.

The SE-200 electromagnetic instrument used for the survey under 

discussion, is manufactured and distributed by Sharpe Instruments Limited, 

and is a lightweight, portable, two-man device, designed to compare the 

relative strength of anomalous eddy current signals, to the signals received 

directly from the transmitter by determining the amount of tilt in degrees 

the combined signal deviates from the vertical or horizontal. The magnitude 

of these eddy currents will be indicative of the degree of anomalous electri 

cal conductivity which is present. The degree of "out of phase" signal is 

indicated by the null widths of signal, as anomalously large "out of phase" 

signal creates anomalously large null widths of signal at the receiver.

The SE-200 instrument is composed essentially of two light circular 

coils, one being the transmitter with power supply, which broadcasts an audio 

signal of approximately 1000 cycles per second, the other being the receiver 

with headphones, amplifier, and clinometer, which indicates the null position 

and the amount of tilt in degrees of the resultant electromagnetic field, as 

well as the null width of signal.

There are several different surveying methods and coil configura 

tions which may be used. In the survey under discussion, the method used is 

known generally as the "broadside" or "parallel line" method,

In this method, the transmitter coil operator traverses one line 

while the receiver coil operator traverses the adjacent parallel line. In 

this case, the lines are 1+00 feet apart. The transmitter coil operator, 

holding the coil in front of him, stands at a particular station on the line 

while the receiver coil operator stands at the corresponding station on the
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adjacent line. In this method, it is essential that the transmitter coil 

and receiver coil are in line and pointed one toward the other, in order to 

avoid tilt angles due to misorientation. The transmitter remains stationary 

for a minute or so, sends out a signal, and the receiver measures the resul 

tant tilt angle. Then the transmitter operator moves to the next station 

along the line, the receiver operator simultaneously moves to the next cor 

responding station and the process is repeated.

The transmitter coil was used in a vertical position and the re 

ceiver coil in a horizontal position. 

PLOTTING RESULTS

Where a conductor occurs, the receiver coil axis points towards 

the conductor axis and therefore the plane of the coil slopes away from the 

conductor axis. The slope of the coil is plotted as the tilt angle.

When the tilt angles obtained are plotted on appropriate plans 

of the traverse lines, the axes and strike lengths of conductors strong 

enough to create measureable tilt angles may be determined by inspection.

On the plan of the grid, the amount of tilt in degrees and the 

direction at each station is plotted numerically and a line at right angles 

to the traverse line and extending towards the transmitter location is drawn, 

the length of which is proportional to the degree of tilt (i.e., l" - 20O ). 

The direction of tilt is then shown by a short bar on the side of this line. 

Where traverse lines are in a northeast to southeast direction, tilt angles 

are recorded as east or west, and where traverse lines are in a northeast 

to northwest direction, tilt angles are recorded as north or south. In plot 

ting, the directions are further indicated by full or broken profile lines 

to indicate opposite directions of tilt. 

RESULTS OF THE SURVEY

(a) Only one interesting zone of electrical conductivity was located. This 

occurs on claim P-48262, and is represented by cross-overs on lines 13, 14*

15 and 16,
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It v;ould appear that a weak conductor extends from Line 13 to 

Line 14, and a second extends from Line 15 to 16 and is offset to the north 

from the first. The maximum tilt angle observed was 5 on the second con 

ductor which indicates that it is slightly stronger than the first but 

still to be considered rather weak.

The reason for the electrical conductivity is unknown at the 

present time.

Results of geological mapping and prospecting are shown on the 

geological map being submitted. On cross-lines 13 and 14, there are no 

outcrops near the conductor axis. On cross-line 15, two small outcrops of 

chlorite schist lie to the south of the conductor axis. These are not 

mineralized.

The two conductor axes appear related to a magnetic anomaly with 

a peak on Line 15 of 3550 gamma.

The cause of the magnetic anonaly is at present unknown.

j^~s '
G. D. Robinson.
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During the period August 25th to October 1st, I960 an electro 

magnetic survey of the following claims was carried out:- 

P-48236 to P-48239 inclusive 

P-48240 to P-48249 inclusive 

P-48250 to P-48259 inclusive 

P-48260 to P-48266 inclusive

The area outlined above was surveyed with a Ronka MK III E.M. 

unit.

The Ronka MK III unit is a horizontal loop in-phase/out-of phase 

instrument with dual frequency. The low frequency is 610 cycles per second 

and the high frequency is 2400 cycles per second.

For the area under discussion, the high frequency alone was em 

ployed and both in-phase and out-of-phase readings recorded. This is normal 

procedure, as the high frequency signal is the more sensitive of the two, 

and a comparison of the in-phase with out-of-phase readings gives a measure 

of the conductivity.

The receiver-transmitter separation was 200 feet, vhich is the 

length of the reference cable connecting the two loops.

Picket lines are 400' apart and readings were taken at 100' 

intervals along the lines. 

RESULTS OF THE SURVEY

The results of the survey are shown on the accompanying map, scale

l" -400'.
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In-phase profiles are shown as solid lines and out-of-phase pro 

files as broken lines. Negative readings are indicated when the profiles 

are to the right of the picket line and positive readings when the profiles 

are to the left.

(a) Only one relatively strong zone of conductivity was located. This 

is on Claims P-48266 and P-48262. It passes through the southwest corner of 

P-4S263.

Line 15 is the most interesting, as the conductivity of the con 

ductor here is good, the in-phase to out-of-phase ratio being 2 : 1. The 

next best line is cross-line 10, where the ratio is l : 1. The conductivity 

on Lines 14 and 1.6 is poor, the in-phase to out-of-phase ratio being l : 2. 

On cross-line 12, a].though the out-of-phase component is large, the ratio 

is l : 3 indicating poor conductivity.

On cross-lines 14, 15 and 16, the conductive zone coincides with 

and parallels the north side of a magnetic anomaly. It is interesting to 

note that the best conductivity as indicated on cross-line 15, is adjacent 

to the magnetic peak of 3550 gamma. The geological mapping shows that the 

conductor axes do not coincide with rock outcrops. On cross-lines 10 and 

12, the conductors lie within a zone of quartfc-sericite-carbonate schist. 

Approximately 100' to the southeast of the axis on cross-line 12, an out 

crop of carbonatized schist contains fairly heavily disseminated pyrite. 

This does not contain valuable metals. On cross-line 14 and 15, the rock 

outcrops near the c enduetor axes are barren chloritic schist, probably basic 

tuff.

The cause of this conductor zone is unknown at present.

(b) On cross-line 2, a conductor axis was located in the southeast 

corner of Claim P-48247. The in-phase to out-of-phase ratio is approximately
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l : 1. This coincides with a magnetic anomaly shown on the magnetic map. 

The cause of the conductor is unknown.

G. D. Robinson.
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During the period October 3rd t o December 5th, I960 a magnet 

ometer survey of the following claim was carried out:- 

P-48236 to P-48239 inclusive 

P-4&240 to P-48249 inclusive 

P-48250 to P-48259 inclusive 

P-48260 to P-48266 inclusive.

The area outlined above was surveyed with a Sharpe A4 magneto 

meter with a sensitivity of 20 gamma per scale division.

Base stations were put in at the intersections of the cross-lines 

with the baselines and the main base-station was tied in to the magnetometer 

survey of the Denton-Thorneloe claims iimiediately to the east. Thus the 

corrected magnetic readings on the claim group under discussion may be 

correlated with the readings to the east, as all are corrected to a common 

base level.

The corrected magnetic readings are plotted on the accompanying 

map, scale l" ** 400',

j* statement of the man days applied to each claim as a result of 

the survey is attached to this report, 

RESULTS OF THE SURVEY

(e.) A narrow zone of anomalous magnetic intensities trends north of 

west through claims P-48250 and P-48253. The highest peak is 4418 gamma. 

The east end of this anomaly, at the claim boundary, coincides with outcrops 

of serpentinite with a relatively high magnetite content, known to display
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magnetic intensities of this order.

(b) Trending westward through claim P-48246 and P-48247, a similar 

zone widening to the west but with lesser intensities, might represent an 

offset portion of the first. On t he other hand this could represent a 

zone parallel to the first, whose eastward extension would be represented 

by isolated peakc on claims P-48240, P-48262, and P-48261. This latter 

interpretation seems more logical since local peaks on claims P-48254 and 

P-48257 possibly represent the westward extension of the anomaly on P-48250 

and P-48253.

The anomaly through claims P-48261, P-48262, P-48240, P-48241, 

P-48246 and P-48247, does not coincide with rock outcrops except on cross- 

line 15, where a small outcrop of chloritic schist was observed. Thus it 

is not known whether the anomaly represents magnetite-bearing serpentinite 

like the one to the south, or iron formation.

(c) An isolated anomaly on the boundary between claims P-48263 and 

P-48266 is unexplained, as well as the irregular anomalous area through 

claims P-48242, P-48243, P-48244, P-48249. Outcrops on cross-line 13, near 

the circular anomaly on the boundary between P-48263 and P-48266 consist of 

carbonatized acidic tuff which display low magnetic intensity,

(d) Between cross-lines l? and 18, the magnetic intensity changes from 

relatively low to relatively high or anomalous values. The boundary between 

the anomalous values on the east and the lower values on the west thus trends 

north-south through claims P-48259, P-48260 and P-48261. West of cross-line 

18, on the north part of claim P-48260 and claim P-48259, trenches and out 

crops show the rock types to be sericite-carbonate-schist, quartz-sericite- 

schist and black slaty schist, none of which would be magnetic. Also, the 

attitudes shown on the geological map indicate an east-west trend. It is 

probable since the known diabase dikes of the area have a north-south trend
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that such a dike occurs in the vicinity of cross-line 18. The large width 

of intensities over 2000 gamma on claim P-48258 suggests that here there 

might be a combination of a diabase dike and possibly ultrabasic serpentinite,

(e) On claim P-48239 and extending slightly into claims P-48238 and 

P-48265, an anomaly vdth a peak of 2625 gamma probably represents the west 

ward extension of ultrabasic intrusive rock known to occur on claims im 

mediately to the east.

(f) Other sma] 3 isolated peaks on the claim group are unexplained at 

present.

G. D. Robinson.
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